
An  Open Letter to the Founders of Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics, 
 
This morning, a post appeared on my page from Mark Constantine. He was shining a light on                 
how many binocular producers actively support hunting, and how to be an ethical consumer in a                
world of corporate greed. It made me wonder if he knew the actions taken this same week in                  
Lush MENA (Middle East and North Africa). How all sales staff were given the option of being                 
made redundant, or working part time, in an effort to claw back some of the vast profits Lush                  
has previously seen in that region.  
 
Other people have raised questions about the ethics of a company like Lush having a presence                
in the MENA market. How does a company that so openly espouses the values that Lush has                 
aligned itself with - an ally to women and the LBGTIQ community, a champion of civil liberty and                  
animal rights - function in a market where many of these topics can’t even be spoken about                 
publically? The answer was always something along the lines of ‘being there makes us part of                
the conversation’, and as a manager for Lush MENA, I bought it. I believed that in our own                  
gentle way, we were opening up new customers to the concept of ethical consumption,              
vegetarianism, fighting animal cruelty, empowering women in the workplace, of being active and             
caring members of a growing community.  
 
But as my time with Lush MENA went on, I realised that while the advertising was the same,                  
those calling the shots in Lush MENA were talking the talk, but not walking the walk. The first                  
sign was when we were told we would not have a shop campaign against ‘Abusement Parks’,                
as the company looking to open one in Dubai had too much sway over malls, and shop                 
frontage. We were starting to put profit before principle. Many of the management who, like me                
had fallen in love with Lush for what it is in the UK, or the US, Europe and Australia were                    
disappointed, but played along. On reflection, this was the first time I realised that in the MENA,                 
Lush values are window dressing.  
 
The next example was when, after months of discussion with Anita (Director, Lush MENA),              
Miche (Manager Developer) and various senior members of the Dubai head office, some             
frustrated managers approached Mark to talk about the wages of sales staff. How they were so                
low, that staff had to live illegally (it is not legal in many areas of the Middle East for unrelated                    
people to live together). Most of our staff were living 4 to 6 in single rooms, hot-bedding, sharing                  
apartments where 15 to 30 people may share a 3 bedroom apartment. Usually groups of friends                
would try and get a room together. Sometimes they were not able to lock these rooms. There                 
was more than one case of sexual assault as a result.  
 
When this issues were raised with Dubai the responses we got were sickening - “they’d only                
send any extra money back to their families anyway… you have to understand, these people,               
they don’t know how to manage money… I have to budget for my nanny”. This was a direct                  
quote from Anita, made during a Lush meeting. At no point did any senior member of the team                  
address the intrinsic racist, classist or colonialist sentiment that prompted this statement, or the              
many others like it.  



 
Finally, at a managers meeting, some of us approached Mark with our concerns. The response               
was immediate and edifying - wages went up. By all accounts, senior members of the Dubai                
head office got a well deserved dressing down.  
 
The repercussions for the concerned managers who raised the issues were also fairly swift. All               
the managers at the UK meeting were treated to a tirade from two senior men at Lush MENA,                  
telling us we were ungrateful and disloyal. Several managers were asked to meetings were they               
faces a panel of 4 senior Lush MENA staff. That is when we were told that raising questions                  
about wages was “culturally insensitive”, and that we paid staff in line with “market norms”.               
Within 3 months, the two managers viewed as the main ‘culprits’ had left the company. Even                
before going to Mark, they had been pinned as too loud, too opinionated, too concerned with the                 
actual ethics of how the business was being run to be allowed to stay. 
 
Let me be clear. Sales staff in the Middle East are people of colour. They come overwhelmingly                 
from the Philippines and African nations. When Anita Baker said “these people can’t handle              
money” she was speaking about people of colour, to a room of managers who were               
overwhelmingly from the Philippines, and spent every day of the working lives making vast              
profits for Lush. Part of what makes Lush MENA such a luxurious brand is that they have white                  
people on the shop floor. In the MENA region, a sales associate from Eastern Europe can                
expect a higher salary for the luxury of having your service provided by someone with a pale                 
complexion. I was told more than once that my english was very good, because it was so                 
unthinkable for many people living in the MENA that a native english speaker would deign to be                 
on a shop floor.  
 
Before working for Lush MENA, I would never have believed such intrinsically harmful beliefs              
could infect a Lush organisation enough to make any significant impact. Before we had the               
meetings about staff wages, I genuinely believed the pay discrepancies were because Anita and              
the other HO staff were genuinely unaware of the way the sales staff had to live, being sheltered                  
in their cloistered ‘ex-pat bubbles’ of mega wealth in Dubai. That possibly they were too               
inexperienced and naive to question if paying the ‘average’ in countries that had in living               
memory criminalised owning a person of a different skin colour was in line with how Lush values                 
people. 
 
Then, 6 months after a direct conversation with Mark about paying based on race, Lush MENA                
paid two American trainee managers 13,000 AED (the equivalent wage, or higher, than any              
manager in the country was making). They literally based wages on nationality and skin colour.               
A trainee manager from the US was worth the same as a UK manager with 5+ years shop                  
experience, was worth 4,000+ to an experienced manager from a non-English speaking            
European country.  
 
I don’t state this to reopen old wounds. I do it to show that in Lush MENA, your value is                    
determined by the accident of your birth. No where it this more clearly demonstrated by the                



recent company ‘restructure’. All sales staff, with the exception of pregnant women, supervisors,             
trainee managers and managers have been made redundant. Let me explain what this means.              
If you are an ex-patriot in the Middle East, you have two ways of being there. Either you work for                    
a company as a full time employee, and they sponsor your visa, or you have a partner or a                   
family member who can afford to sponsor you as a dependant.  
 
The sales staff in Lush MENA are not spunky uni-students working part time while finishing their                
thesis on societal norms,as I was, when I started my Lush journey, or supporting their ability to                 
make art, or write poetry, as so many of my excellent first team were. These are men and                  
women who have left their homes and loved ones, who daily swallow racism, disrespect, and               
bullying, not least from their employers, to build a better life for themselves and their families.                
They are putting siblings through school. They are saving for a family home. They are paying for                 
their parents medication. There is no safety net for these people, no friendly welfare state to                
step in. There is only the basic decency of the Lush MENA Head Office which, sadly, is                 
nowhere to be found. Even the concession of providing 3 months redundancy (the legal              
requirement) was only won when several shop managers in Lush MENA made enough noise.  
 
The only way these staff members will be able to work part-time for Lush (for half a salary that                   
was already well below the cost of living) is if they have a partner who is able to afford a family                     
visa. Almost none of them are in this position. Many of them have dependents in their home                 
countries, whom they have spent years apart from in an effort to build a better life for. If they                   
cannot find another full time position before Lush MENA cancels their visa, they will be               
deported. There families will lose their main, often sole, breadwinner. The repercussions of this              
‘business decision’ will be felt in homes around the world.  
 
These are not people that are being fired for misconduct, or poor performance. They are being                
let go because of the trending negative LFL (like for like) that is impacting the entire economy.                 
Money is not quite as free flowing in the MENA since the price of oil went down, and employers                   
everywhere are tightening the belt. People are no longer walking into Lush stores and casually               
spending a few thousand AED. Lush MENA have decided that in answer to this economic               
downturn, they will cut loose their staff, many of whom have years of experience and loyalty (not                 
to mention thousands of AED worth of training) in favour of finding some part time staff, in a                  
country where, due to the aforementioned visa restrictions) part time employment is almost             
unheard of. It is an appallingly short sighted response, and the definition of putting profit before                
people.  
 
Like so many of the other people who came to Lush MENA believing we could bring everything                 
that makes Lush such an amazing company to a new region, I have become exhausted by the                 
constant degradation of a brand that I love. My exit was not a quiet one; I spoke to Anita, I                    
spoke to Miche, I spoke to what they laughingly refer to as a ‘HR department’. To the bitter end I                    
tried to communicate the harm that these toxic behaviours were doing to the brand, and more                
importantly, to the people who make Lush what it is - our teams on the shop floor. And I was far                     
from the first. There is an exhaustive list of managers, trainee managers, trainers, manager              



developers, HR staff and sales staff who have had to face the same question I did - do I keep                    
my job working for a company that espouses values they don’t hold, or do I keep my integrity?  
 
My parting question to the founders of Lush is this - in or out? It is possible that there are some                     
markets in which you simply cannot run a business and behave ethically. I have worked in                
enough different markets now to know that some countries simply run on back-handers and              
bribes. That there is not enough infrastructure or oversight to allow an ethical company to thrive.                
In which case, you should chose - are we an ethical company that will live up to our values even                    
when we don’t have to? Do we hold ourselves accountable for the actions taken in our name?                 
Or are we happy to make money in these countries, and not look too closely at how the profits                   
are made, when the cost is paid by our staff who don’t have the same legal rights and privileges                   
that they would have had they been born in Poole, and whom you will never have to look in the                    
eye?  
 
The one thing you can’t say is that you didn’t know.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
A former manager for Lush MENA* 
 
 
 
*Due to the legal environment in the Middle East, many of the people most impacted by the                 
issues addressed in this letter, or who can testify to the truth of it could face jail time, severe                   
fines or deportation should they add their name to, or share this letter.  
 
  
  


